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Abstract
The current dictionary definition for alliesthesia is the hedonic modification of a sensation. The stimuli used to establish this initial definition
was skin temperature and sweet tastes. However, accrued experimental evidence shows that changes in hedonicity place also in sensations, and then
in other cognitive processes, mental experiences, and in all decision making. These accumulated data render obsolete the previous definition. We
propose the following new one: Alliesthesia refers to a modified outcome of the hedonic dimension of any mental process, from sensation to mental
performance, and decision making leading to physiological comfort and happiness. Positive alliesthesia is the rise in pleasure or joy or a decrease in
displeasure or pain, while negative alliesthesia is the opposite.
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Introduction
The word alliesthesia was coined in 1971 [1] to describe
a change in hedonicity from skin temperature and sweet taste
sensations, and is presently defined as: A subjective response to
an external stimulus that reflects the internal “homeostasis”. Any
stimulus capable of Ameliorating the internal homeostasis will
be perceived as pleasant; any stimulus that threatens or alters
the internal homeostasis would be perceived as unpleasant or
painful [2]. Thus, pleasant sensations will lead an individual to
seek beneficial behaviors, and unpleasant or painful sensations to
avoid noxious or harmful behaviors. This definition was meant to
be specific to humans. The concept of alliesthesia led to those of setpoints for the regulations of body temperature and of body weight.

Semantics

The English word alliesthesia can be found in various other
languages (Figure 1). Both the word and the concept appear to
have been accepted internationally, butte underlying concept can
be recognized in other words and expressions.

Figure 1: Alliesthesia in various languages.

For instance, sensory-specific satiety [3], has been proposed to
describe the decline in the pleasantness of the smell and taste of
eaten foods but not of uneaten foods. Subjects not only stop eating
a certain food but also describe it as is less palatable. This definition
makes sensory-specific satiety a perfect synonym of negative
alliesthesia in the case of sensations controlling food intake.
Learned taste aversion [4], is the negative hedonicity acquired
by a new food when ingestion of that food is followed by illness.
Negative alliesthesia also describes this phenomenon. The Garcia
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effect [4], is the opposite: a newly encountered flavor acquires a
pleasant quality when followed by pleasant satiety. It is equivalent
to positive alliesthesia. Mozart effect. Students reduce thinking
time during stressful mathematical tests, and improve pleasantly
their results. This ‘mystery of music’ might be due to the influence
of pleasure in overcoming cognitive dissonance [5], Experienced
utility [6] is used in economics to describe the pleasure resulting
from a beneficial decision. Alliesthesia also describes a subject’s
hedonic experience to a changing environment or inner state. The
Coolidge effect [7], refers to a joke by President Coolidge who, after
witnessing a rooster mating repeatedly, pointed out that variety, in
terms of new reproductive partners, boosted the male‘s motivation,
arousal, and performance while the hens were quite similar.
Happiness is a word most often used to describe maximum positive
hedonicity. However, the concept of happiness is ambiguous and
misunderstood seeing as it is confounded with joy. Its definition
should be indifferent hedonic experience [8]. As joy is only a
transient experience of pleasure, the above definition entails that
joy is positive alliesthesia.

Toward a general presence in physiology

Alliesthesia was studied as such, or could be recognized in
several published works, not only in simple sensations but also
on various physiological functions, the results of which showed an
obvious alliesthesia [9]. After Aristotle, Ovsich [10] noticed that
pleasures are generated only by what he termed “contact” sensations
warmth, pain, taste and skin sensations and that these pleasures
can be acquired, i.e. positive alliesthesia. He classified smell as a
contact sensation because it can be highly hedonic, even though
it picks up remote stimuli. Then, experimental evidence revealed
that alliesthesia can take place not only in contact sensations but
also in other sensations, resulting from more stimuli than food and
temperature initially demonstrated. Such new evidence of sensory
alliesthesia were since clearly discerned in published papers or
chapters but sometimes not identified as such from rating and
psychophysics methods, but were nevertheless obvious [11].

Other tastes

Were systematically explored, and found under dehydration,
hyperthermia and taste manipulation [12]. Hence, Addison’s
disease raises the liking of salt in patients suffering of a deficit of
adrenal glands hormone [13,14].

Such an appetite for salt is a case of therapeutic positive
alliesthesia [15]. Glutamate also modifies sweet sensation and
hedonicity [16]. Thus, post-feeding satiety made the preceding
stimulus pleasant and the insulin-induced absence of satiety’s
stimulus-response association from developing. It is likely that
such long-term modifications of hedonicity for various stimuli has
similarly produced human widespread appreciation for the smell of
coffee or tea [17].The coffee flavor precedes the post-feeding mood-

altering effect of positive alliethesia results in a pleasant dimension
for caffeine coffee.

An acidity

pH 3.5 is usually described as unpleasant. However, sourness
tasted better when added with a sugar concentration of about 0.4
mole.l-1. At a same pH, sweet sensation from sugar tasted best at
concentration about2.0 mole.l-1 [18]. Also, tasting sour taste was
lengthened i.e. negative alliesthesia, by adding a fifth flavor, umami
to the four basic tastes [19]. Such fluctuating taste is a case of
alliesthesia.

Drugs and hormones

Estrogen seems to adjust people’s ponderostat (body weight
set-point) downward whereas progesterone seems to adjust it
upward which is direct ad hoc food alliesthesia [20]. These hedonic
responses take place in animals also. The facial responses of female
rats to tasty stimuli change cyclically with their hormonal status
[21]. D-Fenfluramine a drug used to reduce appetite of overweight
human patients, works through alliesthesia as judged from taste
reactivity measurements [22]. Furthermore, in rats, gustatory
alliesthesia has been produced pharmacologically when their body
weight set-point was lowered by the drug [23].

Coffee taste, although usually described as unpleasant at
first experience, acquisition of liking likely proceeds from a post
ingestive influence of caffeine on operant conditioning learning
[24]. This process may be one of several contributing to addiction,
and it may be amenable to pharmacological intervention. Insulin,
that lowers blood glucose, injected into a rat while presenting it with
new food marked with a strong odor, such as menthol or eucalyptol,
suppresses the meal satiation effects. The insulin-treated rats with
unpleasant hypoglycemia now avoid eating the scented food [25]
which is clearly negative alliesthesia for the ad hoc new flavors.
Alliesthesia for alcohol took place when Male Wistar rats were
allowed to self-administer alcohol vapor for 8 h/day. Anxiety-like
behavior, somatic signs of withdrawal, and hyperalgesia were
assessed during acute withdrawal [26].

Nitrous oxide exposure entails drop of temperature regulatory
set-point (anapyrexia). To defend that lower set-point, rats lowered
their skin temperature preference, i.e..a negative alliesthesia
forwarm skin sensation (Repeated nitrous oxide exposure in rats
causes a thermoregulatory sign-reversal with concurrentactivation
of opposing thermoregulatory effectors [27].

Pain

In human subjects under hypnosis, pain was described, but
displeasure was drastically diminished [29], this amounts to
positive alliesthesia. In another experiment, pain was experienced
but better tolerated by subjects when the stimulus was pitted
against money in a conflict of motivations [29].
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Integrated complex sensory inputs. Muscular exercise
Aside from simple sensations, integrated complex sensory
inputs, such as in muscular exercise can generate alliesthesia.
On a treadmill, the initially indifferent sensations at rest in lower
limbs and chest became progressively unpleasant during work,
i.e. negative alliesthesia took place, somewhat independent from
muscle work intensity [30]. The same was seen when muscular
exercise was pitted against cold discomfort [31]. A characteristic
form of alliesthesia for whole-body sensations during exercise has
been reported [32-34]. When subjects were asked to quantify their
sensation of work intensity and hedonicity while walking, as work
intensity rose, sensations of intensity rose from rest at different
paces. Alliesthesia was increasingly negative during that work, then
at rest became instantly positive. Thoracic mechanical sensation
also showed alliesthesia. Hence, at first, ventilation rose from
almost no sensation, but in hypercapnia, the lungs appeared to be
fuller than they actually were. In normocapnia, the sensation was
closer to normal. In sum, this is a case of ventilatory alliesthesia.
Then, discomfort of hypercapnia-induced dyspnea took place and
led to a slower pace of exercise and restoration to normal sensations
and decreased discomfort.

The achievement of multi-sensory visual and thermal positive
alliesthesia was also specifically proposed in the making of indoor
building comfort [35].
Another multisensory stimulus showing clear-cut negative
alliesthesia is a dish of cooked meat entailing complex basic taste
sensation, mixed in sensations aroused from complex olfactory, and
gravy stimuli [24].

Toward a general presence in psychology: Scholastic
performance

Usually, success in performing school works is hedonically
positive. Yet, when associated with Mozart effect, students raised
their grades [1].

Looking and hearing. Works of art

From the producers of works of arts to the consumers of
these works, experiments are not needed to show that the fine
arts provide innumerable examples of positive as well as negative
hedonic experience. Quite often the pleasure that results from
interacting with art is acquired through education rather than an
innate reaction. Such a time-dependent hedonic experience may
result from a simple association with other pleasure or displeasure;
this type of acquired pleasure is a case of alliesthesia. As seen in
its definition [5], Mozart effect influence of music is a case of
alliesthesia in school performance. Many other cases of alliesthesia
can be recognized in simple vision, and some may be often the
visual signal is complex and is an acquired mechanism. Infant wild

apes, but not reared ones, show fright on seeing a snake, with no
social contamination to explain this acquired displeasure [36].
In humans, the sight of young nubile faces is pleasurable [37].In
the Coolidge effect, alliesthesia both negative and positive, can be
found also from visual and auditory sensations [38].These hedonic
experiences from vision and hearing can be culturally learned,
when these sensations are hedonically indifferent on first exposure,
through a chain of mental associations with other pleasures. Such
acquisition leads to a hedonic modification [39,40]. For example,
visual pleasure is aroused when subject’s see images of appetizing
food while on an empty stomach but not from the same stimuli
when well fed [41]. Further, depending on the emotion being
expressed watching faces expressing emotions, can be pleasant or
unpleasant [42]. In addition, looking threw a can may be pleasant
or unpleasant according to water transparency, a characteristic
quality of water, looking is better perceived by dehydrated than
by normally hydrated subjects [43]. Also, observers perceive the
same photos of human faces as pleasant or unpleasant according
to the cultural context surrounding the photo presentation. Cloth
color preference in the evening under the influence of different
light intensities during the daytime [44], and men prefer to look at
female faces rather than at masculine ones [45].

Thus, when systematically looked for, alliesthesia can be
found in visual and auditory sensations that originate from the
environmental signals. It follows that, alliesthesia when defined in,
can take place in any sensation from sensory input including sex
and pain [46].

Sexual signals

The Coolidge effect may be at work in human’s sexual arousal
in a way similar to sensory specific satiety in food intake process.
In both cases, alliesthesia is produced by peripheral stimuli. A
process similar to that observed in the rooster, whose stimuli
changed with each new partner, might be at work in sexual satiety
and hunger/satiety in humans and monkeys [47]. Vaginal odor and
its hedonic component are described as less intense at the time of
ovulation [48], showed a sex difference in the perception of the
odor of exaltolide, a highly musky substance. Only adult women
perceive this odor and their sensitivity rises strongly at the time
of ovulation. Similarly, women are more sensitive than men to the
smell of the male hormone testosterone. These life-long differences
depend on the hormonal state of the subjects i.e. at puberty, and,
accordingly hedonic intensity may occur at the time of ovulation
[49]. These preferences appear at puberty and thus reflect longterm alliesthesia [48].
Additional evidence of sexual alliesthesia comes from the
response to pleasurable taste stimuli of female rats that changed
cyclically with their hormonal status [50,51].
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Toward a general presence of alliesthesia in all mental
processes
Because alliesthesia is the basic mechanism in the control of
biological behavioral decisions leading to the defense of bodyweight and temperature set-points as well as other biologically
useful responses, it is natural to wonder whether alliesthesia
could be also the mechanism underlying other decisions that
generate pleasure and displeasure. Indeed, behavior is not limited
to the service of physiological needs. Because most of our time is
actually used for non-physiological tasks, one might ask whether
this schema could also encompass curiosity, gambling, love of
money, aggressiveness, political decisions and any of a number of
other motivations. In other words, in addition to sensory pleasures,
does alliesthesia occur in “mental pleasures”? Aside from sensory
inputs, innumerable other events take place in the mind. They
may be hedonically indifferent, but they are often hedonic. When
such is the case, an acquired hedonicity is an alliesthesia. There is
evidence that satisfaction with an outcome is positively related not
just to the position (i.e. actual level) of the outcome, but also to the
displacement (i.e. directional difference) between the current level
and a reference level [24].

Curiosity

There seems to be a fundamental disregard in the human mind
for knowledge [52]. However, pleasure is gained when curiosity is
satisfied through acquired knowledge [53]. Eagerness to read can be
varied according to three higher‐order types of motivation, which
are the emotional, cognitive, and social ones. There are significant
differences in motivation depending on cultural participation
as well as demographic variables [54]. Pleasurable responses to
initially indifferent stimuli can be learned [55]. This phenomenon is
particularly obvious in the perception of certain tastes (i.e. the Garcia
effect) and some examples of behavioral response demonstrate
that pleasure is not rigid or permanent, which strongly indicates
a mechanism of alliesthesia. Any new flavor encountered during
recovery from a digestive illness will acquire a pleasant affective
tone [56]. This process may explain certain positive idiosyncrasies,
just as the Garcia effect can explain some negative idiosyncrasies
[6]. Another example involves monetary gain.

Money

Researchers have found that people require more money to give
up an item than they are willing to pay for that same item [57]. Thus,
the value of money is variable [58]. In other words, the hedonicity
associated with an amount of money varies, simply reflecting the
pleasure felt by holding on to it. However, the pleasure it brings can
be lowered when compared with the pleasure of the acquired item
[7,8,46,50]. Also, the pleasure experienced from money was found
to vary when pitted against muscular fatigue or thermal discomfort,
thus another sign of alliesthesia associated with money.

Play
Human subjects found that playing games become more
enjoyable, i.e. alliesthesia, when the desired result was obtained
more quickly [59].

Other senses anddecisions

When presented with a questionnaire regarding the hedonicity
of winning and losing bets, the ensuing behavioral choices showed
that changes in hedonic outcomes explained real-life choices.
The actual decisions in favor of the selected outcomes tended to
maximize pleasure [60], indicating a change in hedonicity, i.e. a
kind of alliesthesia criteria.

Grammar

Study of linguistic theories has found that grammar may
correspond to some kind of optimal functioning of the nervous
system [61]. In a second language grammar test, pleasure
ratings coincided with the right or wrong choices that subjects
subsequently made. The close relationship between choice and
pleasure rating confirm both the Prince-Smolensk hypothesis
and the hypothesis that pleasure optimize mental functioning
in the same way that it optimizes physiological functioning. The
optimization of mental functioning, indicated by the perception of
pleasure, is also suggested in the results of experiments involving
video-game playing and poetry reading [62].

Ethical decision-making and aggressiveness

“A morality is a system of principles and values concerning
people’s behavior, generally accepted by a society or by particular
group of people” [63]. Although decision-making and mental
pleasure may coincide in questionnaires when the questions
are grammatical or mathematical, the overlap shrinks when the
questions are based on moral imperatives. When asked after a
multiple-choice test, participants acknowledged that they had
chosen more pleasurable answers, even though immoral ones [64].
Ethics was shown to produce a negative alliesthesia towards meat
eating because meat that provides pleasure to many people also
causes animals to suffer. This so-called “meat paradox” produces
feelings of discomfort towards the pleasure of eating meat [65].
“The search for pleasure is at the heart of any violent action.”
“It is a pleasure to avenge oneself. Who would disagree?” [66].
The pleasure or displeasure generated by aggressive solutions to
minor social conflicts were rated in multiple choice questionnaires
by control subjects [67] and by incarcerated criminals [68]. The
aggressive solutions were rated unpleasant when they ended in
passive or peaceful responses and as pleasant when they ended
in a fairly aggressive manner. Indeed, pleasure is activated when
unpleasant events occur to people we dislike [69]. Aggressive
behavior is by nature only transient, meaning that it is also a
response to alliesthesia.
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Politics
It is of interest to look at the domain of government and
politics from the hedonic point of view, because these are areas
where important decision are made everyday [70]. Experimental
results have shown that pleasure influences political decisions
[71] and as any public media will confirm, politics tend to change
with variations in electoral hedonicity rather than with rationality,
resulting in alliesthesia.

Learning and Memory

What is the source of all human knowledge? Experimental
results showed that acquisition of knowledge is a deeply rooted
psychological need, a motivational mechanism, involving hedonicity,
for perception as well as higher cognition. The satisfaction of
curiosity, through acquiring knowledge brings pleasure. By its very
nature satisfaction is alliesthesia. This confirms the hypothesis that
curiosity or the need for knowledge is a fundamental and ancient
motivation on a par with other basic needs, such as sex or food. This
shows that curiosity operates on hedonic variations (i.e. alliestesia)
similarly as knowledge, and cognition.

Animals

One may expect that as soon as consciousness evolved [72],
animal behavioral response ceased to be exclusively reflexive and
relied mostly on hedonic experience and alliesthesia.

While humans can talk and describe their cognitions and
hedonic feelings, evidence of hedonic experience in animals can
only be obtained from the reward sought in experiments on
operant behavior learning with motor responses. Yet, that evidence
has been gained also from two specific responses: rat’s facial
expressions and the exceptional case of a speaking bird [73]. Rats’
expressions and body gestures show the animal’s pleasure and, like
humans, alliesthesia for gustatory sensations [74]. A rat’s facial
expressions are also influenced by its ponderostat set-point in
ways similar to those of humans [75]. These responses showed that
rats, like humans, experience positive alliesthesia [76,77] for water
[78], salt [13] and sweetness [79-81]. In pigs palatability estimated
through consumption patterns of sucrose or glutamate stimuli

(consumption time/approaches; CT/A), facial expressions (snout
openings and tongue protrusions) and consumption during a brief
2 min period, showed variable facial expression and consumption
to these stimuli [82].

Also in rats, positive alliesthesia occurs in sensations from
aversive taste stimuli when associated with intake of sugar or
nutrients [83]. As alliesthesia reflects the fluctuating physiological
and or mental demands in a conscious animal, the satiation of any
sensory stimulus is likely to be associated with sensory alliesthesia.
Similarly, when a given ambiant temperature is sought or avoided,

it may be hypothesized that the welfare of animals depends on
their ability to spend stored energy in order to survive the changing
environmental and behavioral challenges at any particular time.
Such a mechanism is an example of life-long alliesthesia, seeing as
a given body mass index adopts a different meaning depending on
the environment [84]. Therefore, the alliesthesia found in mammals
would entail that human alliesthesia was phylogenetically inherited
for its Darwinian usefulness [34]. In defending both ponderostat
and A thermostat, animal alliesthesia parallels so closely human
taste sensations so closely [85,86], that it has been proposed as a
criterion for the moments when satiation centers activate in the
brain and that it allows to analyze the CNS structure of the neural
paths and centers activated whenever a pleasant or unpleasant
taste is being experienced.
Animal studies permit an invasive exploration of the brain,
i.e. recording of action potentials, stimulations, and lesions. The
anatomy of brain centers for motivation [87], provided some
indirect evidence of alliesthesia. Although a very broad field in
the whole brain may be associated to hedonicity [88], interest has
focused on the nucleus accumbens involved in feeding motivation
and the hedonics of taste sensation [89]. Its activation, when
paired with a reinforce such as a drug, acquires then the capacity
to motivate behavior [90]. The amygdala and the hippocampal
complex are involved as two independent memory systems. They
activate memory in emotional situations, cognition with a major
role in needed time-dependent hedonicity [91].
When pleasure from all sensory inputs may, at least occasionally,
not only enhance subsequent consumption, but also prompts
animals to seek anything rewarding including petting [71] and
massage [92], alliesthesia may be considered to be the universal
animal motivator of behaviors and decisions in those animals
gifted with consciousness. From such phylogenic probability it may
be hypothesized that alliesthesia is present in humans not only
from the five senses but universally. It could be a fundamental way
phylogenetically inherited to optimize behavior taking place in all
responses to sensory messages and in all human decisions whatever
the motivation, the input pathway or the resulting behavior.

Decision making

There are innumerable coexisting motivations behind the
quest for behavioral satisfaction. As McFarland pointed out in
human behavior [93], all motivations in animals also must be able
to dialogue in order to rank the importance of each situation. The
hedonic dimension of mental experience has been offered as such
common currency [94]. One may accept that it is not only pleasure
but rather alliesthesia, i.e. adaptable hedonicity, that occur in all
mental processes, from simple sensations to the most complex
decision-making processes, as seen in many experiments reported
above.
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A new definition of the word Alliesthesia
The acknowledgement that alliesthesia is not limited to simple
physiology (temperature and food sensations), led to explore its
function in other sensations. Experimental evidence has shown
that alliesthesia may occur at the service of all physiological setpoints. Thus, although alliesthesia was initially established – even
in animals- in single sensations and then in a whole-body complex
of combined sensations, alliesthesia has also been identified in
non-sensory cognitions and in all mental cognition. This has led
to the conclusion that alliesthesia plays a major role in decision
making, whatever the field of decision and extends to ethical and
perhaps even religious decision-making processes. It follows that
alliesthesia can be accepted as the fundamental mental mechanism
of cognition and decision making, probably phylogenetically
inherited for it efficacy in producing useful behaviors and its ability
to promote comfort and happiness [8]. Such a conclusion leads to
the deduction that the initial definition of Alliesthesia as purely
sensory is now obsolete and no longer appropriate to describe
alliesthesia. Therefore, a new definition for alliesthesia is suggested
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The new definition for Alliesthesia.
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